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Below is a list of incidents directly affecting merchant ships in the Red Sea, the Bab el Mandeb 

and the Gulf of Aden which have been recorded on the Risk Intelligence System during the past 

30 days. Information includes date, time and a short description of the respective incident. 

Comprehensive descriptions for these and older incidents can be found on the Risk Intelligence 

System. 

23 May 04:35 UTC Bulk carrier YANNIS targeted by missiles 

The Malta-flagged bulk carrier reported a suspected missile or drone impact in close proximity 

to the ship’s port side. 

28 May 09:30 UTC Bulk carrier LAAX struck by missile 

The Marshall Islands-flagged ship was repeatedly targeted by missiles and struck at least once, 

but the vessel was able to proceed to the next port of call. 

6 June 18:06 UTC General cargo ship AAL GENOA reports nearby explosions 

The ship reported several explosions in close proximity during a southbound transit in the 

southern Red Sea. 

9 June 17:30 UTC General cargo ship NORDERNEY targeted twice 

The ship was targeted twice during a westbound transit through the Gulf of Aden; projectiles 

hit the ship during both incidents. 

9 June 02:39 UTC Container ship MSC TAVVISHI struck 

The Liberia-flagged ship was struck by an unknown projectile during an eastbound transit 

through the Gulf of Aden after leaving the port of Djibouti. 

12 June 06:50 UTC Bulk carrier TUTOR struck by waterborne drone 

The Liberia-flagged bulk carrier reported a hit by a waterborne drone. The vessel is reported to 

be taking on water, and abandoned by the crew. One crew member is missing and presumed 

to be deceased in the flooded engine room. 

13 June 08:15 UTC Bulk carrier SEAGUARDIAN struck by missile 

The Malta-flagged bulk carrier reported explosives near to the vessel as well as a missile hit 

while underway with the AIS off. No injuries were reported and the vessel continued its voyage 

13 June 10:00 UTC General cargo vessel VERBENA struck by missiles 

The Palau-flagged vessel was struck by two missiles which started a fire onboard. One crew 

member was reportedly injured  and later evacuated. The vessel was struck again on 13 June, 

and as of 15 June was reported by the master to be sinking 

16 June 01:42 UTC Crude oil tanker CAPTAIN PARIS targeted 

The Malta-flagged crude oil tanker reported two explosions in close proximity to the vessel. 

The vessel sustained no damage, with crew also reported safe, and is continuing its voyage. 


